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(57) Abstract: Methods, systems, and computer readable media for low latency stabilization for head-worn displays are disclosed.
According to one aspect, the subject matter described herein includes a system for low latency stabilization o f a head-worn display.

The system includes a low latency pose tracker having one or more rolling-shutter cameras that capture a 2 D image b y exposing each

o row o f a frame at a later point in time than the previous row and that output image data row b y row, and a tracking module for re -

ceiving image data row b y row and using that data to generate a local appearance manifold. The generated manifold is used to track
camera movements, which are used to produce a pose estimate.



DESCRIPTION

LOW LATENCY STABILIZATION FOR HEAD-WORN DISPLAYS

PRIORITY CLAIM

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Serial No. 61/780,546 filed March 13, 2013; the disclosure of

which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The subject matter described herein relates to methods and systems

for providing augmented reality devices. More particularly, the subject

matter described herein relates to low latency stabilization for head-worn

displays.

BACKGROUND

Augmented reality overlays computer-generated information with a

user's physical environment through video integration or a transparent

display. Augmented reality merges computer-generated, synthetic

information with a user's view of his or her surroundings. For the past two

decades, researchers have demonstrated the promise of augmented reality

(AR) to allow society to reach new levels of capability and efficiency in such

diverse areas as medicine [22], manufacturing [5], maintenance [18],

navigation [17], and telepresence [51]. Although to date this technology has

been primarily confined to the lab, new advances in mobile processors,

sensors, and displays offer the potential of mainstream use of AR. In

particular, optical see-through head mounted displays (HMDs), which offer

augmented overlays over one's natural vision, are beginning to become

practical. The bulky designs and narrow fields of view that failed in the past

are being replaced with high-performance devices in comfortable and

compact form factors that approach ordinary eyeglasses.

However, the usefulness of conventional augmented reality systems

is hindered by the deleterious effects of system latency, which causes an

image mismatch between the real and synthetic imagery. This is known as

the augmented reality registration problem and has many causes including



system latency, tracker error, calibration error, and optical distortion. Studies

have shown that the majority of the error is caused by the total system

latency, introducing more error than all other issues combined. Non-uniform

latency, or jitter, is more noticeable than a constant latency. Latency in

conventional augmented reality systems has been observed to incur 1

millimeter of misalignment for every 1 millisecond of latency.

In most cases, augmented imagery is merged via video or optical

integration on either a handheld or head-worn display that is constantly

moving with a human user. System latency introduces misalignment of the

overlain imagery during display motion, as the pose estimate used to

generate the image is no longer valid at the time the image is displayed.

As used herein, the term "pose" refers to the apparent position (e.g.,

the X , Y, and Z coordinates) and orientation (e.g., the azimuth and

inclination or the pitch, roll, and yaw) of the viewer, which determines what

portion of the real world the viewer sees at a given instant.

Augmented reality has seen a recent resurgence on handheld mobile

devices. However, these applications thrive on their ability to mask the

detrimental effects of latency. These systems hide the delay by

simultaneously delaying the user's view of the real world to synchronize with

the overlaid imagery. Delaying the real world is only possible with video see-

through image integration where a camera captures the real world and

displays it to the user along with synthetic information. This technique does

not apply to optical see-through designs since they merge the computer-

generated imagery (and its inevitable latency) with a user's natural view of

his or her surroundings through transparency (which cannot be delayed).

Delaying the real world is a viable option for handheld displays since they

use video see-through, typically capturing the real world with a camera on

the back of the unit. The method's delay is only viable on a handheld display

because the user may not notice the delay induced difference between the

image on the display and the underlying view. The delays from this method

are much more noticeable on a head-worn display, often inducing simulator

sickness.



Optical see-through displays offer a direct and undegraded view of

the real environment that is suitable for extended use throughout one's daily

activities. However, this desirable attribute comes at a cost; unlike video

see-through displays, which allow synchronization of real and virtual objects

in software through a combined video signal, optical see-through designs

must rely on very low display latency to keep the virtual and real aligned

[65]. The latency of today's AR systems, even those optimized for low

latency, extends beyond a simple annoyance or distraction and renders

many optical see-through applications unusable.

Unfortunately, latency occurs throughout all components of an AR

system and thus is not an easy problem to fix [37]. Tracking cameras

process data in whole frame intervals and apply processing to ameliorate the

effects of rolling shutters. Modern graphics hardware uses deep pipelines to

achieve high performance at the expense of latency, and scanout uses one

or more frame buffers to prevent image tearing. Displays provide onboard

image scaling and enhancement which insert additional delays. The sum of

these latencies typically numbers several frames.

As computing is becoming increasingly mobile, there is also an

increasing desire for mobile augmented reality. Many sought augmented

reality applications are only useful if done on either a hand-held or head-

worn device as they provide a custom, individualized augmentation for each

user in a shared space. A mobile platform imposes severe constraints on

processing, memory, and component size for all activities: tracking,

rendering, and display.

There are disadvantages associated with conventional augmented

reality systems. A typical augmented reality system uses readily available

peripherals and Tenderers designed for overall performance. Cameras are

typically designed to be general purpose and useful in numerous

applications. The vast majority of current camera technology is not well

suited for onboard pose estimation for head-mounted displays. For

augmented reality applications a camera-based head tracker requires a

high-frame rate to ensure frequent updates. Unfortunately, high-frame rate

cameras are expensive and power hungry, and may result in a reduced



signal to noise ratio. The same price and power increases are true of

displays. Typical displays and some image sensor controllers use buffers,

meaning that data isn't sent until an entire frame is ready. Because the data

is ultimately read sequentially, the data towards the end of each frame

arrives later than when it was generated resulting in end to end latency.

Accordingly, in light of these disadvantages associated with

conventional augmented reality systems, there exists a need for systems

and methods for low-latency stabilization for head-worn displays.

SUMMARY

According to one aspect, the subject matter described herein includes

a system for low latency stabilization of a head-worn display. The system

includes a low latency pose tracker having one or more rolling-shutter

cameras that capture a 2D image by exposing each row of a frame at a later

point in time than the previous row and that output image data row by row,

and a tracking module for receiving image data row by row and using that

data to generate a local appearance manifold. The generated manifold is

used to track camera movements, which are used to produce a pose

estimate. In one embodiment, a rendering unit receives pose estimates from

the pose tracker, uses the pose estimates to predict a future pose at the time

a pixel of a display will be drawn, where the pixel is part of an augmented

reality image to be displayed on an optical see-through head-worn display,

and renders the pixel just before it is drawn. In one embodiment, an

augmented reality image comprising multiple pixels rendered by the

rendering unit is displayed to a user via an optical see-through display

through which the user can see a real scene and upon which the augmented

reality image is displayed so that the augmented reality image overlays the

real scene from the user's point of view.

According to another aspect, the subject matter described herein

includes a method for low latency stabilization of a head-worn display. The

method includes generating a scan line by a rolling-shutter camera that

captures a 2D image by exposing each scan line of a frame at a later point in

time than the previous scan line and outputs image data scan line by scan



line; using the scan line to generate a local appearance manifold; using the

generated manifold to track camera movements; and using the tracked

camera movements to produce a pose estimate. In one embodiment, the

method includes using the produced pose estimates are to predict a future

pose at the time a pixel of a display will be drawn, the pixel being a part of

an augmented reality image to be displayed on an optical see-through head-

worn display, and rendering the pixel just before it is drawn. In one

embodiment, the method includes displaying to a user an augmented reality

image comprising multiple rendered pixels using an optical see-through

display through which the user can see a real scene and upon which the

augmented reality image is displayed so that the augmented reality image

overlays the real scene from the user's point of view.

The subject matter described herein can be implemented in software

in combination with hardware and/or firmware. For example, the subject

matter described herein can be implemented in software executed by a

processor. In one exemplary implementation, the subject matter described

herein can be implemented using a non-transitory computer readable

medium having stored thereon computer executable instructions that when

executed by the processor of a computer control the computer to perform

steps. Exemplary computer readable media suitable for implementing the

subject matter described herein include non-transitory computer-readable

media, such as disk memory devices, chip memory devices, programmable

logic devices, and application specific integrated circuits. In addition, a

computer readable medium that implements the subject matter described

herein may be located on a single device or computing platform or may be

distributed across multiple devices or computing platforms.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Preferred embodiments of the subject matter described herein will

now be explained with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein like

reference numerals represent like parts, of which:



Figure 1A is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary system for low

latency stabilization of a head-worn display according to an embodiment of

the subject matter described herein;

Figure 1B is a timing diagram comparing capture timing for a global

shutter camera versus capture timing for a rolling shutter camera according

to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein;

Figure C illustrates a system according to an embodiment of the

subject matter described herein that includes three auxiliary cameras which

are offset in the x-direction, the y-direction, and the z-direction to obtain

three samples in orthogonal directions;

Figure 2 is a flow chart illustrating an exemplary process for low

latency stabilization of a head-worn display according to an embodiment of

the subject matter described herein;

Figure 3 shows simulations of latency for surgery application with

augmented reality overlay (organs) comparing the performance of

conventional systems to the systems and methods described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In accordance with the subject matter disclosed herein, systems,

methods, and computer readable media are provided for low latency

stabilization for head-worn displays. Reference will now be made in detail to

exemplary embodiments of the present invention, examples of which are

illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Wherever possible, the same

reference numbers will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the same

or like parts.

Just-In-Time Visual Tracking. The subject matter described herein

presents a new method of reducing latency that relies on the principles of

bufferless input/output and "just-in-time" processing throughout the main

components of an augmented reality system: tracking, rendering, and

display. Tracking will take advantage of the line-sequential exposure (or

"rolling shutter") of the inexpensive CMOS cameras found in mobile devices;

each new line read out of such a camera produces a new one-line

"snapshot" of the scene. When a new data line arrives from a cluster of such



cameras in various orientations, it will be fed immediately to an efficient

tracking algorithm to provide a new estimate of the user's pose. At the same

time, a just-in-time renderer will draw the augmented scene in scanlines,

each scanline reflecting the most recent tracking pose. Each scanline will be

synthesized just before it is to be displayed, and the result will be streamed

immediately to the display device. Each of these components will be

designed to operate flexibly at independent rates, with the goal of minimizing

the time between when a tracking observation is made and when the scene

data relying on that observation is displayed.

Using this approach, a complete augmented reality (AR) system may

be built using modified commodity hardware: a cluster of tracking cameras,

a computing platform, and an optical see-through HMD. This system will be

designed to operate at extremely low levels of latency - an unprecedented

one to two orders of magnitude below existing systems - thus removing a

significant barrier to the deployment of many A R applications. For camera-

based tracking, a natural boundary on the system latency is given by the

frame rate of the camera, i.e. the system latency is at least as big as the

time between frames. The embodiments of the subject matter described

herein make use of the fact that rolling shutter cameras - generally seen as

a negative aspect of CMOS image sensors because of the distortions they

can introduce in the captured images - provide a high-frequency sampling

of the scene on a per-image-row basis. A novel high-frame-rate tracking

approach with low latency is presented that leverages the rolling shutter

present in modern CMOS cameras. For typical high-definition (HD) cameras,

this approach can theoretically reach sampling rates of 30 kHz. In one

embodiment, this incremental tracking is combined with a global visual

mapping approach to overcome the inherent drift of the incremental

approach.

Figure 1A is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary system for low

latency stabilization of a head-worn display according to an embodiment of

the subject matter described herein. In the embodiment illustrated in Figure

1, system 100 includes a low latency pose tracker 102, a tracking module

104, a rendering unit 106, and a see-through optical display 08.



Rolling Shutter. Pose tracker 102 includes a plurality of rolling-

shutter cameras 0 that capture a 2D image by exposing each row of a

frame at a later point in time than the previous row, and output image data

row by row as soon as the exposure for that row is complete.

Figure B is a timing diagram comparing capture timing for a global

shutter camera versus capture timing for a rolling shutter camera according

to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein. In traditional CCD

sensors (and global shutter cameras in general), all rows of pixels within a

frame begin exposure at the same time. Suppose that a camera captures

images at a frame rate of 30 Hz. For each frame, all rows of the frame begin

integration at the same time. Based upon the exposure settings, all rows

conclude integration at the same time. Next, the image is read out line by

line to the host device and integration begins again for the next frame.

The timing diagram on the left side of Figure 1B depicts a typical

frame exposure scheme for global shutter cameras. This has significant

advantages for rapidly moving cameras or scenes with rapidly moving

objects as all pixels of the image are exposed simultaneously. The

disadvantages are a reduced signal-to-noise ratio for the images given the

limited integration time due to the longer read times for the frames.

In contrast, typical CMOS image sensors commonly found in

handheld devices and mobile platforms do not utilize a global shutter.

Instead, these sensors employ rolling shutters [47]. A rolling shutter causes

each row of a frame to begin its exposure process at a slightly later time

than the previous row. Hence each individual row a is "snapshot" of the

scene at a slightly different point in time, and for moving cameras also at a

different spatial position and orientation. This leads to motion artifacts within

the frame. The exact time elapsed between the start of two rows'

integrations depends upon the frame rate of the camera. As soon as a rolling

shutter has finished exposing a particular row of pixels, that row is read out

into line memory [24].

The timing diagram on the right side of Figure 1B illustrates typical

rolling shutter exposure behavior. Rolling shutters are generally seen as a

negative property of CMOS image sensors because of the distortions they



can introduce in the captured images. For many tasks a rolling shutter

camera is acceptable because the camera's perceived motion of the scene

is very slow compared to the rate at which the rows of a frame are exposed.

To model a rolling shutter camera correctly, one has to model a pushbroom

camera with a potentially different position and orientation for each row in

the image. Hence traditional camera motion estimation techniques with a

single fixed camera position and orientation per image only approximate the

camera model. The methods presented herein will correctly model the rolling

shutter camera as a set of pushbroom cameras. Visually observable

artifacts of a rolling shutter occur if the perceived movement of the scene is

non-trivial compared to the time between the exposure of two rows; more

specifically, these movements can create skew, wobble, and other

undesirable effects in the image [20]. These artifacts can pose problems for

traditional salient feature detection methods as the image appearance of a

3D feature can significantly change due to the introduced distortions. Rather

than working to eliminate such effects in order to preserve the visual quality

of still images and video [3], as is done in conventional systems, the

methods presented herein leverage the temporally uniformly distributed

appearance sampling of the scene to achieve KHz-rate tracking with low

latency.

Referring again to Figure 1A, in one embodiment, cameras 110 are

mounted in a known configuration of orientations and baseline distances

between each camera. In one embodiment, each camera stores row data

into a row memory as soon as the exposure for that row is complete.

In one embodiment, cameras 10 are low cost, custom-made rolling

shutter cameras, each equipped with a standard 2D image sensor, which

provide an interface to the sensor's raw scan line data, unlike commercially

available cameras, which only allow retrieval of entire frames of data despite

the fact that some scan lines of a frame are fully formed long before the

frame is exposed in full. The use of 2D image sensors does not slow down

pose estimation since just a very few scan lines of an image are processed

at any given time. In one embodiment, only one scan line of the 2D image

sensor is processed at a given time. This approach provides significantly



more flexibility than is provided by a 1D line of sensors in that the 2D image

sensor may essentially act as a set of 1D lines of sensors, but at a much

higher density. Plus, in the event of degenerate scene (e.g., where there is

not enough information to determine motion, system 100 has access to the

entire 2D image, from which it may be able to extract additional information

which it can use to resolve the degenerate case. For example, pose tracker

102 may compose 2D images from scan line data and use feature points

and other recognition techniques to determine the absolute pose of the

system - information to which systems using 1D sensors do not have

access. This 2D image information may be used by system 100 to remove

accumulated pose errors, which allows a more precise pose estimation with

greater immunity to what would, to systems using 1D sensors, be

degenerate cases.

Tracking module 104 receives image data row by row from cameras

110, generates a local appearance manifold, uses the generated manifold to

track camera movements, and produces a pose estimate. The local

appearance manifold may be linearized and/or low pass filtered. In one

embodiment, a Kalman filter is applied to the manifold. Producing a pose

estimate may involve using an algorithm to iteratively improve the pose

estimate. In one embodiment, the pose estimation algorithm may

incorporate data provided from an onboard inertial measurement unit.

Rendering unit 106 receives pose estimates from the pose tracker,

uses the pose estimates to predict a future pose at the time a pixel of a

display will be drawn, the pixel being a part of an augmented reality image to

be displayed on an optical see-through head-worn display, and renders the

pixel just before it is drawn. In one embodiment, rendering the pixel just

before it is drawn includes determining which row of the augmented reality

image will be displayed next and rendering the pixels of that row prior to the

time that row is displayed. In one embodiment, rendering unit 106 predicts

how the calculated pose is likely to change between the first time that the

row will be next displayed, referred to as "T1", and the second time that the

row will be next displayed after time T 1 , referred to as "T2". Rendering unit

106 may then render the pixel at its estimated location L 1 at time T 1, at its



estimated location L2 at time T2, or at a location L3 somewhere between

locations L 1 and L2.

Optical see-through display 108 displays to a user an augmented

reality image comprising a plurality of pixels rendered by the rendering unit.

In one embodiment, display 108 includes a transparent body 112 through

which the user can see a real scene and upon which the augmented reality

image 114 is displayed so that the augmented reality image overlays the real

scene from the user's point of view. For example, transparent body 112 may

be a liquid crystal display (LCD), an organic light emitting diode (OLED), or a

transparent surface upon which augmented reality image 114 is projected,

such as glass or plastic.

In one embodiment, one or more of the components of system 100

may be fabricated on a single semiconductor die or otherwise integrated

together, which provides the additional advantage of reducing the distance

of the data paths between the functional components.

In one embodiment, rendering unit 106 and display 108 may assume

that pose tracker 102 provides extremely frequent pose updates (on the

order of many kHz). The upper bound of relevant pose updates is a new

pose estimate for each scan line drawn, as otherwise the older update would

simply be ignored. Rendering unit 106 and display 108 may also assume

that pose extrapolation to the exact moment the scan line is drawn (or

midpoint of its duration) is straightforward. This extrapolation would require

knowing the exact timing of when the scan line is drawn, including knowing

both what line is currently being scanned out and the propagation, buffering,

and switching delays of a given display (and refresh rate if doing midpoint).

Using this target time and past pose estimates a standard Kalman filter can

provide an accurate estimate of the future pose. In short, in separately

designing the renderer and display driver it may be safely assumed that

pose tracker 102 can provide the exact pose of the head worn display

system at the exact moment that each line is drawn on the display.

In one embodiment, system 100 may implement a naive rendering

solution that renders each scan line for the exact position of when it is drawn

so that it is exactly correct. Rendering a single scan line is an expensive



operation, however, as every polygon in the scene must still be transformed

to determine whether or not it intersects the scan line, which is almost as

expensive as rendering an entire frame. Such an approach increases

rendering load by a factor of vertical resolution, e.g., an increase of three

orders of magnitude by today's standard ( 1080p).

In an alternative embodiment, system 100 may maintain a working set

of all polygons that could intersect a given scan line. Although similar in

concept to conventional approaches, these conventional approaches were

based on a simplifying assumption that there would be no motion or change

of pose between successive scan lines and thus the primitives that

intersected a given line were already known. For example, conventional

scan line Tenderers were implemented by three successive sorting functions,

once each for camera space axis (x and y in pixel space and depth z). Upon

starting a new line these conventional scan line Tenderers would simply

check the next polygon in the sorted list. This assumption that there would

be no change of pose between scan lines makes these conventional scan

line Tenderers unsuitable for use in head-worn units, for example, where

pose changes are not only possible but highly likely. In short, previous scan

line Tenderers simply would not work.

To overcome the disadvantages of conventional scan line Tenderers,

the subject matter described herein accommodates changes of pose, by

continually recalculating or re-identifying the polygons that will intersect the

scan line about to be displayed. System 100 takes advantage of the fact

that pose updates can be quite frequent. Rather than being a liability, the

relative high frequency of pose updates allows system 100 to take

advantage of temporal coherence of the scene: since the time between

scan lines is very small (e.g., tens of microseconds) it is known that the

motion will also be small, which limits the amount by which the pose can

change. This enables system 100 to keep a set of polygons that potentially

intersect a given scan line and drastically reduce the number of

transformations necessary. In one embodiment, for example, a set of

polygons may be identified for the first line of a new frame and only

incrementally updated, rather than completely recalculated, with each



successive scan line. Furthermore, temporal coherence allows rendering

unit 106 to limit the number of polygons that must be considered during the

incremental update operation, further improving performance.

In one embodiment, rather than rendering the entire screen, rendering

unit 106 may render regions of the screen (i.e., groups of scan lines) from a

single pose and warp the pixels of successive lines to match future pose

estimates. For example, rendering unit 106 could render groups of 16 scan

lines from a single pose estimated for the time during which the first line is

drawn. The first line is rendered and drawn exactly, but the other lines would

be several scan lines late by the time they are drawn. For each successive

line, its position at the time that it will be drawn can be estimated, and a 3D

warp may be applied to the rendered depth image to account for this offset.

Since the offsets should be very small (due to the small amount of motion

between scan lines) there will be fewer artifacts as compared to

conventional post-rendering warp techniques.

One disadvantage to rendering a block of scan lines with a single

pose is that screen tearing occurs where the block ends and the next begins.

Thus, in one embodiment, an interlaced display may be used to minimize

this effect by distributing the tearing across the entire display, which makes it

less noticeable overall. Since the majority of conventional displays don't use

interlacing, and also since none of them provide access to internally used

counters such as what line is currently being drawn, but instead use cathode

ray tube (CRT)-like timing sequences utilizing vertical and horizontal

synchronization pulses that tell the driver when to begin a new line and when

to begin a new frame, in one embodiment system 100 includes custom

display driver hardware to provide an interlaced display with access to line

counters. In one embodiment, system 100 includes a field programmable

gate array (FPGA) with a DVI output with non-standard timing signals that

cause standard displays to operate in interlaced mode. For example, the

custom display driver hardware may generate double hsync pulses with no

data in between them, which cause the display to skip lines and thus operate

in interlaced mode.



In one embodiment, optical see-through display 108 may include a

passive matrix organic light emitting diode (PMOLED.) A PMOLED differs

from an active matrix OLED, or AMOLED, in the way that the display values

are held. A n active matrix has capacitors to hold the charges of each pixel

value to keep it illuminated throughout the entire frame's duration. In

contrast, a PMOLED has no storage for the charges and each line is

illuminated sequentially (and integrated into a full image on the observer's

retina). Due to being off most of the time, the lines must be illuminated much

brighter. The combination of scan-line rendering by rendering unit 106 with a

PMOLED has the advantage that, when each scan line is lit, the pixels on

that scan line are always exactly or almost exactly aligned, e.g., having an

alignment error so low as to be imperceptible to the user. Moreover,

because the other scan lines are not actively lit when they are not being

updated, it is not necessary to perform some type of midpoint prediction or

motion blurring across an interval, as might be necessary for displays that

are continuously lit.

Tracking Model. Tracking camera motion using video is a well-

established research area in computer vision [57, 58, 56] and robotics [12,

13, 52], and it is frequently leveraged by augmented reality systems for pose

estimation. There are several different algorithms for tracking the camera

position, which can be grouped in two different classes of methods; the first

class of methods uses sparse salient features for camera motion estimation

[58], the second class directly uses the global scene appearance for

estimating the motion of the camera.

The salient-feature-based methods deploy tracking or matching of the

salient sparse features in the image to compute the camera position from the

feature motion (often termed structure from motion). Alternatively,

simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is used to obtain the camera

position through a filtering approach [12]. The feature-based methods have

been shown to allow real-time tracking at frame rate through fast RANSAC

[ 19] techniques, such as our real-time RANSAC [64]. On the other hand,

these techniques require the full frame to be present at motion estimation

time and thus have an inherent minimal latency of at least one camera frame



time. To achieve low-latency tracking, one would have to significantly

increase the frame rate of the camera, thereby mandating shorter exposure

times and lower signal-to-noise ratios which are detrimental for tracking

quality. Hence today's full-frame processing cannot meet the demands of

low-latency tracking. The subject matter presented herein uses fast low-

latency tracking to break through the imposed minimal latency of the feature-

based techniques by exploiting rolling shutter cameras as high-frame-rate

pushbroom sensors.

Our method falls in the second class of appearance-based tracking.

These methods use the global image appearance to formulate the tracking

problem in the camera parameters [30, 26]. Since the global image

appearance changes with illumination, these methods either rely on constant

scene appearance or on a known parametric model of the scene

appearance under illumination changes. Murase and Nayar [48] propose to

project the appearance into a hyperspace parameterized in the illumination

and object position. Note that this requires object segmentation and

illumination determination in order to compute the parametric model. Other

methods represent the object in separate linear subspaces for different

illuminations [4, 25, 2] to overcome the illumination constancy requirement.

These methods require significant effort to obtain the linear subspaces,

which effectively require object segmentation and often controlled capture of

the reference data. This makes the above methods practically impossible to

use outside the lab. Methods to overcome the limitation of the controlled

captures learn the objects' appearance space offline through patch-based

appearance model approximation [7]. Elgammal et al. [15] for example

describe learning a generative model of the objects' appearance space to

compute the geometric transformation of the object or of the camera position

respectively. Our method overcomes these restrictions by simultaneously

tracking and sampling the local appearance manifold. Given the sampling of

the appearance manifold at frame rate, our methods will naturally adjust to

changing scenes and variations in illumination.

System 100 provides the further advantage that, in the event that

scan line based motion estimation from a scene's local appearance manifold



is not capable of providing accurate high frequency pose updates, other

traditional techniques from structure from motion or simultaneous

localization and mapping (SLAM) can be employed on small subgroups of

lines of the image which use the same custom hardware described in the

previous section. The entire tracking system's design is not strictly

dependent upon the success of the motion estimation algorithm; on the

contrary, the tracking algorithm is simply a modular piece of the system

which can be modified to achieve the best possible performance.

The relatively high frequency pose updates provided by pose tracker

102 gives system 100 an inherent advantage over conventional systems.

Even systems that generate camera pose estimates by iteratively analyzing

the feature points found within smaller segments of a larger image can

benefit from the systems and methods described herein, since subgroups of

rows can be analyzed as soon as they are exposed it is no longer necessary

to wait for the entire frame to be exposed before performing a motion

estimate on the first handful of a frame's scan lines.

In one embodiment, pose tracker 102 extends our preliminary

approach from Yang et al. [73], which leverages a local linearization of the

appearance manifold of the scene, e.g., by using the global appearance

space of a specific scene under the current illumination, which eliminates the

need for learning the global appearance of the scene; it also does not

require the consideration of the scene appearance under varying

illumination. The scene's appearance manifold is spanned by the scene

appearance as captured by the images under the possible camera positions

and orientations. Each image is considered to be a vector / e R that

contains all its n pixels color values. The camera is considered to have six

degrees of freedom for its motion and if it moves through the scene

capturing images I , it samples the appearance manifold of the scene under

the current illumination. Given that the camera has only six degrees of

freedom, the appearance manifold can at most have dimensionality six. In

addition, it is clear that a mapping / ( ) from the camera parameters P to the

appearance manifold or images I exists. The mapping / ( ) allows us to



obtain the image 7 = /(P) from the camera parameters, if the appearance

manifold of the scene is known.

Typically, the appearance manifold of the scene will be highly non¬

linear, which will require a high number of samples in order to obtain the

appearance manifold of the scene as seen from prior art approaches. This is

prohibitively expensive, and the samples would have to be reacquired if the

illumination of the scene changes. Hence learning the full appearance

manifold is practically infeasible for an AR system that is deployed in

unconstrained environments. In one embodiment, pose tracker 102 exploits

a locally linear representation of the appearance manifold, along with an

efficient method to simultaneously track the camera motion and re-learn the

local appearance manifold, and can thus naturally adapt to illumination

changes and dynamic objects in the scene without requiring an explicit

relearning of the scene's appearance manifold.

In one embodiment, to linearize the local appearance manifold,

consider a camera P0 at time t , which acquires image /0: it can be assumed

that nearby images 0 ...m-i so taken at time t from perturbed camera

positions , m are known. The local appearance manifold 7(P) for P can be

linearized using the camera samples k = 1 . . .m as follows:

dl k = FdPk (1)

with image 7 seen as n-dimensional vectors containing the pixels of the

image and dl k being the difference of image 70 to Ik in vector form. Pk is the

six-dimensional camera pose parameter vectors and dP is the difference

vector between P0 and P . F represents the linearized appearance manifold

and is equivalent for all samples. For each particular appearance sampler,

Equation (1) is underdetermined to solve for the change dP, but the

constraints of all m views can be combined to



> lm] = F[dP dPm] (2)

If the m images provide six linearly independent constraints, Equation (2)

can be solved as a least squares problem. To maximize applicability, in one

embodiment the number of images is reduced to a minimum m = 6 to

recover the camera motion of a new image / by solving

FdP = dl with F = [dl ... ,dlm] [dP ... ,dPm]- 1 (3)

where dl is the difference image between image I at time and the new

image 0 at time t + 1 . This provides the incremental camera motion dP

through a linear solution of Equation (3) if the m = 6 views span the local

linearized appearance manifold . One approach to obtain those six views

will now be described.

Figure 1C illustrates one embodiment of system 100 that includes

three auxiliary cameras which are offset in the x-direction, the y-direction,

and the z-direction to obtain three samples in orthogonal directions.

Additionally, it is possible to obtain from each of the four cameras (reference

camera and the three offset cameras) three rotated views by virtually

rotating the cameras around the three axes of the coordinate system. These

virtually rotated views correspond to the images captured by rotated

cameras. For non-degenerate scenes, these images provide the constraints

needed to estimate the differential camera motion dP.

One advantage to this approach is that tracking will be possible in

highly complex and irregular scenes, even in the presence of reflective

surfaces, semi-transparent surfaces and curved mirrors. The imposed

environmental restrictions can be kept to a minimum, guaranteeing maximal

flexibility for the tracking and hence the applicability of the AR system.

Moreover, the solution can be obtained very efficiently by solving a 6

6 linear equation system, which can be performed in real-time. The major

drawback of our preliminary approach Yang et al. [73] is the restriction on

the magnitude of the motion, for which the linearization of the appearance

manifold is accurate. In order to be valid, the motion of the scene has to be



sub-pixel in magnitude. System 100 overcomes a restriction on the

magnitude of the motion for which the linearization of the appearance

manifold is accurate through high-frequency camera motion tracking, which

it achieves by leveraging the rolling shutter of the camera.

Vision-based Tracking with a Rolling Shutter. The appearance

tracking as described above overcomes the need for explicit feature

detection in order to perform tracking, which our extended tracker exploits to

perform tracking on single rows of the image or on small sets of rows of the

image. This enables camera motion estimation at frequencies up to three

orders of magnitude above the regular frame rate. Our method leverages the

continuous temporal sampling of the camera motion through the image rows

delivered by the rolling shutter.

Our preliminary work [73] linearizes the appearance manifold of the full

image to obtain the differential camera motion parameters dP for a new

image / at time t + 1 , by using the = 6 samples of the appearance

manifold taken at time t . To perform tracking using a single row or a small

set of rows {r} sampled at time t + 1 , Equation (1) is formulated in the set of

pixels belonging to the available set of rows {r}:

f ir _ , d ( _

with corresponding to the set of lines {r} and dl^ the corresponding set

of pixel differences. Please note that in Equation (4) the constraints are still

formulated in the full set of differential camera motion parameters dP. Hence

even the set {r} of image lines provides constraints on the full camera

motion. As before, a single set of rows from one sample does not provide a

sufficient number of constraints to solve for the differential camera motion

parameters dP. Hence the appearance manifold may be sampled again,

using three additional cameras offset in the x-direction, y-direction, and z-

direction, as well as virtual views created through homography warping. In



analogy to Equation (3), it is possible to formulate the camera motion

estimation for the set {r} of sampled rows as follows:

F d = d with F = [d/J , ... ,dl ] [dP (5)

Using Equation (5), pose tracker 102 is able to determine the camera

motion after each single row or after each set of rows {r}, by solving a linear

equation system, which can be performed in real time. In practice it is

expected that {r} will contain a single row or a few tens of rows at most. The

ability to use small fractions of the image to track the differential camera

motion enables pose tracker 102 to perform tracking with a sampling rate s

of

#(rows)(camera frame rate)
- i i (

For a camera with 30Hz frame rate and approximately 1,000 rows,

the sampling rate of our approach can theoretically approach 30 kHz by

simply leveraging the high-frequency sampling of the rolling shutter

architecture. This tracking rate exceeds all available tracking systems' rates,

even if for practical reasons only a rate an order of magnitude smaller may

be reached

While this approach can use each newly sampled row of the new

image at time t + 1 , it may also use the full images from time t , which

satisfies the requirement of sub-pixel motion between frames or between the

previous image and the sampled row, which in case of fast camera motion

(e. g . head motion) does not hold for the difference between two frames.

To enable pose tracker 102 to track even in these extreme motion

conditions, pose tracker 102 exploits the observation of Forsse and

Ringaby's [20] analysis of motion artifacts for rolling shutter cameras: the

major source of image motion between frames is camera rotation. When

estimating the motion of the camera from the set of rows {r}, the estimated

motion of the previous set of rows from the previous estimation is known.

Pose tracker 102 may use this estimate as a prediction for the camera



motion to be estimated from the current set. This prediction is very accurate

due to the fact that the estimate was the exact camera motion 1 seconds

ago, which in practice, with s being in the kHz range, is very small. Given the

predictive camera motion, pose tracker 102 can compensate for the major

source of image motion (rotational motion) using the predicted rotation. The

rotational motion of the camera can be compensated through a homography

HR= KRTK with K being the camera calibration matrix and R the

differential rotation of the camera estimated from the previous set of rows.

Given the differential camera motion, a homography can be computed for

each of the sample images at time t . This motion compensation can then be

used to compensate the rotational motion by incorporating the prediction into

Equation (5):

F ¾ = dl^ with

(7)

Eliminating almost all the rotational image motion due to the

extremely high sampling rate s ensures that a large range of motions fulfill

the sub-pixel motion constraint. Hence it is expected that system 100 will to

be able to track in all practically relevant situations.

Degenerate cases. For the sampling and camera motion computation

using full images [73], one of the degenerate cases are far away scenes as

they do not provide translational constraints; hence the solution of Equation

(3) becomes under-constrained, leaving a three-dimensional family of

solutions. This degenerate case will similarly apply to our camera motion

estimation leveraging Equation (7).

Tracking drift. Given the incremental approach of the appearance-

based tracking algorithm used by pose tracker 102, the integration of

accumulated errors will lead to drift over time. Analyzing the sources of drift

revealed that the methods described herein only accumulate frame-to-frame

drift, but does not accumulate the tracking errors of the multiple sets of rows

{r} in the image. The reason for avoiding the accumulation of the per-row set



tracking is that each row set is tracked with respect to the previous frame's

appearance manifold. Incorporating the rotation compensation does not

change this behavior. Hence the major source of drift error is the frame-to-

frame drift of the system.

In one embodiment, the effects of the observed frame-to-frame drift

may be compensated for by coupling pose tracker 102 with a global tracker

that uses traditional structure from motion methods to build a map of the

environment to serve as absolute reference frame. We will combine the

proposed tracker with our method from Clipp et al. [6]. This will suppress the

frame-to-frame drift by using salient environment features to determine a

global camera pose. The suppression of the drift will be performed at frame

rate but since it is only computing a long-term correction, this process does

not have to be at the system's highest tracking rate.

High Level Architecture. In order to bring a high-frequency, row-

wise rolling shutter motion tracker to fruition, we must stray from today's

typical CMOS image sensor controller design. Related previous work ([21],

[49]) assumes that all image sensor addressing, row-wise readout, and

exposure control is driven by the image sensor control board. As such, we

propose the creation of a lightweight custom control board which acts as a

thin glue layer between the CMOS sensor and the host device. The only

purpose of the control board will be to expose and retrieve rows from the

CMOS sensor as rapidly as possible, immediately forwarding that data to the

host device. By utilizing USB 3.0 technology, we expect to avoid the data

transfer bandwidth issues that the real-time tracking cameras introduced by

Muehlmann et al. [47] faced. Additionally, the use of USB 3.0 will allow the

tracking system to be extremely portable to other systems which may require

low-cost, low-power, high-frequency motion tracking. To minimize the

camera's sensor-to-host latency, no image processing will be performed by

the camera hardware.

By taking such a simplistic approach, our custom cameras will remain

low-cost, low-power, and extremely small, fitting the performance profile

necessary for a mobile augmented reality system. After prototyping our

cameras using off-the-shelf CMOS image sensors and controllers



implemented on FPGA boards, we plan to create a custom driver and API

for the camera. This low-level code will allow a user-defined program to grab

'incomplete' frames from the camera, providing the interface needed for just-

in-time operation. Muehlmann et al. [47] created a new type of motion

tracking camera by using an FPGA to implement a controller for IMEC's

FUGA 000 CMOS image sensor. We will also investigate the possibility of

creating an integrated controller for all four cameras of a cluster to enable

computation of the results in FPGA. Depending upon the operating system

used onboard the augmented reality system, it may be possible to modify

open-source drivers (such as Iibdc1394) in order to drive our prototype.

Rendering. Rendering is a significant source of latency in existing

augmented reality systems. Today's GPUs and graphics APIs are designed

for high throughput rather than low latency and worse, they are designed to

buffer an entire frame of data before display. For a 60-Hz display, frame

buffering alone incurs minimum latency penalties of 16 ms and 33 ms at the

top and bottom of the display respectively.

Our general approach is to reduce rendering latency through "just-in-

time" pixel processing [54], which draws each scanline with the most recent

viewing transformation (i.e. tracking pose estimate) and immediately sends it

to the display. This approach offers the potential of a dramatic reduction in

rendering latency by a factor equal to the number of display scanlines. For

example, this techniques allows the latency of a 60-Hz, ,000-line display to

be reduced from 16 ms (one frame) to 16 s (one scanline), a 1,000-fold

improvement.

However, a key challenge of just-in-time scanline rendering is the loss

of spatial coherence across the frame. Since the viewing transform may

change with each newly rendered line, rendering algorithms cannot assume

that transforms applied to graphics primitives are consistent across lines, nor

can they assume continuity between the set of primitives that fall among

adjacent lines. In the general case, all geometric transformation and sorting

operations must be recomputed at each scanline, reducing the performance

of these operations by several orders of magnitude. However, when the

change in viewing transforms from one scanline to the next can be tightly



bounded, as is the case for a tracked user over a short time period, much of

the spatial coherence can be recovered.

We present efficient just-in-time rendering algorithms given view

transform bounds across scanlines. These algorithms include the following

improvements over conventional methods:

1. Adaptation of existing scanline rendering algorithms [71 , 53,

40, 14]: These algorithms perform an initial y-sort of the geometric primitives

(triangles) that must be recomputed at each new scanline; however, we

propose the use of sorting algorithms that are efficient for nearly sorted data

and take advantage of a known maximum distance between each primitive's

current and final sorted position

2. Adaptation of a post-rendering 3D warp [46]: We propose

periodically generating a color-plus-depth map from the current viewing

position and from an estimated future position that will be combined into a

new rendering through a 3D warp. Warping will be performed at each

scanline using the most recent estimated viewing position. To perform this

process efficiently, we will warp only regions of the color-plus-depth map

that are within the bounded region representing all possible changes in the

viewing transformations across scanlines.

3 . Ray casting with acceleration structures [36, 55] is already

suited for incoherency between scanlines. At each pixel, the corresponding

ray can be efficiently tested against all scene geometry using hierarchical

structures, such as k-d trees or BSP trees.

We note that modern desktop GPUs are designed for general-

purpose parallel floating point computation, and can thus be adapted to a

variety of rendering algorithms; mobile GPUs are increasingly following this

trend as well. We also note that for each of these algorithms, we can

generally trade off rendering performance for latency by adjusting the

number of scanlines that are rendered together with full spatial coherency.

Display Interface. After rendering a scanline, we must ensure that

the new data is displayed as quickly as possible. In our proposed system,

we will reduce display latency through three primary means:



Figure 2 is a flow chart illustrating an exemplary process for low

latency stabilization of a head-worn display according to an embodiment of

the subject matter described herein. The method includes, at step 200,

generating one or more scan lines from one or more rolling-shutter cameras.

Each rolling shutter camera captures a 2D image by exposing each scan line

of a frame at a later point in time than the previous scan line, and outputs

image data. In one embodiment, multiple cameras are mounted in a known

configuration of orientations and baseline distances between each camera.

At step 202, a scan line from one or more cameras is used to generate a

local appearance manifold. In one embodiment, the manifold is generated

by using one scan line from each of multiple cameras. Alternatively, the

manifold may be generated from one scan line from one camera, from a

small number of scan lines (i.e., less than a full frame) from one camera or

from multiple cameras. In this manner, a manifold may be generated using

less than a full frame of data from the camera or cameras. In one

embodiment, the scan line data from the camera(s) may be buffered, such

as by being stored in a scan line memory, from which it may be retrieved

and used to generate the manifold. In one embodiment, the manifold may

be linearized or low pass filtered. In one embodiment, a Kalman filter may

be applied to the manifold. At step 204, the generated manifold is used to

track camera movements. In one embodiment, data from an onboard inertial

measurement unit may be used as part of the pose estimation operation. At

step 206, the tracked camera movements are used to produce a pose

estimate. The pose estimate may be iteratively improved. At step 208, the

produced pose estimates may be used to predict a future pose at the time a

pixel of a display will be drawn, where the pixel is part of an augmented

reality image that will be displayed to a user, and, at step 210, render the

pixel just before it is drawn.

In one embodiment, the augmented reality image may be displayed to

the user via an optical see-through head worn display that includes a

transparent body through which the user can see a real seen and upon

which the augmented reality image is displayed so that the augmented



reality image overlays the real scene from the user's point of view. For

example, rendering the pixel just before it is drawn may include determining

which row of the augmented reality image will be displayed next and

rendering the pixels of that row prior to the time that row is displayed. The

transparent body of the optical see-through head worn display may be an

LCD, an OLED, a transparent surface upon which the augmented reality

image is projected, or other surface.

In one embodiment, rendering the pixel just before it is drawn

includes considering the predicted change of pose between the first time T 1

that the row will be next displayed and the second time T2 that the row will

be next displayed after time T 1 and rendering the pixel at either the

estimated location l_1 of the pixel at time T 1, the estimated location L2 of the

pixel at time T2, or at a location L3 between locations L 1 and L2.

Although the systems and methods described herein have low latency

and are thus well suited for optical see-through displays, the same concepts

may be applied to other types of displays as well. In addition, latency may

be further reduced by the benefits which chip circuit integration provide,

including reduction of data path lengths and associated data path delay,

obviation of the need for buffers or drivers and their associated delays, etc.

For example, one or more custom cameras could be fabricated on a single

die, which could also include circuits to perform the tracking and pose

estimation functions, circuits to render the augmented reality image, and

circuits to display the rendered augmented reality image, etc.

Optimizing tracking, rendering, and display together, rather than

separately, gains significant benefit for mobile augmented reality systems.

The combination of just-in-time sensing and just-in-time rendering within a

unified framework enables much greater gains than utilizing each separately.

Such systems can take advantage of a unified memory (available on mobile

devices) to avoid time consuming data transfers. Furthermore, very fast

update of tracking (not only with prediction) is necessary to take full

advantage of the just-in-time rendering.

Evaluation. Several evaluation phases for our new low latency

approach to augmented reality were performed, including: measurements of



system characteristics to establish engineering performance specifications;

user detection of latency-induced misregistration or motion of the synthetic-

image in a highly constrained test case that minimizes potential confounders

on the measurements; user detection of tracking or latency-induced

misregistration or image motion in a more ecologically valid test

environment; comparison of user task performance while subject to our best

end-to-end latency to performance under latency 50 to 100 times higher.

Although we will did not engage real users (e.g., surgeons) in our evaluation,

we simulated use of an AR-guided medical tool as our use case. The field of

usability engineering recommends a sequence of increasingly more

ecologically valid and formal user evaluations throughout product

development [23]. It is regular practice in our laboratory to test first in a

constrained environment to minimize confounders and then in more

ecologically valid environments [72].

Figure 3 shows simulations of latency for surgery application with

augmented reality overlay (organs) comparing the performance of

conventional systems to the systems and methods described herein. Images

show scalpel location (solid white circle) and corresponding location of

augmented overlay that should appear under scalpel (dotted white circle).

The displacement of the augmented imagery is due to the latency of tracked

head movement for a head moving at a moderate speed of 50°/sec with

imagery at arms' length (60 cm). Left: 100 ms latency, typical of an ordinary

AR system. Middle: 50 ms latency, typical of an AR system designed for low

latency. Right: 1 ms latency, the performance of the subject matter

presented herein. 1 ms latency assumes a 60 Hz camera update rate for a

1000 line camera and a total budget of 60 scanlines latency for camera

acquisition, tracking, rendering, and display.

Establishing engineering specifications. During the development of

the low latency system, we defined and ran procedures to measure: system

update rate; total latency (from clock that reads a new scanline of camera

data to a pixel being changed on the display); tracker accuracy over a

volume of points and paths in 3D under conditions of a range of head poses

(especially rotation/yaw) and head turn speeds; tracker jitter over the volume



of points and paths in 3D both when the tracking unit is held stationary and

when it is moving; and end-to-end system latency in an AR system

configuration.

Detection of latency-induced misregistration/motion between

real and synthetic imagery. Users generally detect latency by noticing its

visual side effects, such as unexpected motion in the rendered scene. In AR

systems this manifests itself as dynamic misregistration between real and

rendered objects. There have been several psychophysical studies to

understand the effects of latency on HMD users [16, 1] and to establish

lower bounds for detectible latency [38, 39].

We used psychophysical experimental methods similar to those of

Jerald et al. [39] to investigate how a more complex real world background

changes the detectability of motion/misregistration of the tags and user

ability to follow a guiding symbol. We tested detectability at three latency

values: our best, a value close to the best available as of the start of the user

study, and one in between. The choice of experimental latency values was

informed by the detection thresholds reported in earlier research and in our

own pilot studies, potentially values such as ms (our target latency), 15 ms,

and 50 ms. All tasks required that the user move around, stressing the

tracking and rendering system. We first tested augmentation in a highly

constrained condition: plain background and flat painted cuboid or domed

objects. We then tested static augmentation with 2D tags with drop lines

registered to real object locations and test dynamic augmentation by having

the user following a moving symbol with a tracked tool. This environment

provided minimal relative motion cues to the user who is looking for scene

motion. Second, we tested in a more realistic environment. Considering a

medical use case similar to the one depicted in Figure 3 , the user examined

rendered tags affixed to locations in the abdominal cavity of our medical

mannequin and followed a symbol over the organ models with a tool.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A system for low latency stabilization of a head-worn display, the

system comprising:

a low latency pose tracker, including:

at least one rolling-shutter camera that captures a 2D image by

exposing each row of a frame at a later point in time than the previous

row and outputs image data row by row; and

a tracking module for receiving image data row by row from the

at least one camera and generating a local appearance manifold,

using the generated manifold to track camera movements, and

producing a pose estimate.

2 . The system of claim 1 wherein the at least one rolling-shutter camera

comprises a plurality of rolling-shutter cameras and wherein the

tracking module generates the local appearance manifold using

image data received from the plurality of cameras.

3 . The system of claim 2 wherein the plurality of cameras are mounted

in a known configuration of orientations and baseline distances

between each camera.

4 . The system of claim 1 wherein each of the at least one cameras store

row data into a row memory as soon as the exposure for that row is

complete.

5 . The system of claim 4 wherein the tracking module receives image

data row by row by reading the image data from the row memory.

6 . The system of claim 1 wherein generating a local appearance

manifold includes at least one of:

linearizing the manifold;

low-pass filtering the manifold; and

Kalman filtering the manifold.



The system of claim 1 wherein producing a pose estimate includes at

least one of:

iteratively improving the pose estimate; and

incorporating data provided from an onboard inertial

measurement unit in the pose estimation operation.

The system of claim 1 comprising:

a rendering unit for:

receiving pose estimates from the pose tracker;

using the pose estimates to predict a future pose at the time a

pixel of a display will be drawn, the pixel being a part of an

augmented reality image to be displayed on an optical see-through

head-worn display; and

rendering the pixel just before it is drawn.

The system of claim 8 wherein rendering the pixel just before it is

drawn comprises determining which row of the augmented reality

image will be displayed next and rendering the pixels of that row prior

to the time that row is displayed.

The system of claim 8 wherein rendering the pixel just before it is

drawn includes considering the predicted change of pose between the

first time T 1 that the row will be next displayed and the second time

T2 that the row will be next displayed after time T 1 and rendering the

pixel in one of:

the estimated location L 1 of the pixel at time T 1;

the estimated location L2 of the pixel at time T2; and

a location L3 between locations L 1 and L2.

The system of claim 8 comprising a display for displaying to a user an

augmented reality image comprising a plurality of pixels rendered by

the rendering unit.

The system of claim wherein the display comprises an optical see-

through display having a transparent body through which the user can



see a real scene and upon which the augmented reality image is

displayed so that the augmented reality image overlays the real scene

from the user's point of view.

13. The system of claim 11 wherein the transparent body comprises at

least one of:

a liquid crystal display (LCD);

an organic light emitting diode (OLED); and

a transparent surface upon which the augmented reality image

is projected.

14. The system of claim 8 wherein at least some of the plurality of

cameras, tracking module, rendering unit, and components of the

see-through optical display are integrated into a semiconductor die.

15. A method for low latency stabilization of a head-worn display, the

method comprising:

generating a scan line by a rolling-shutter camera that captures

a 2D image by exposing each scan line of a frame at a later point in

time than the previous scan line and outputs image data scan line by

scan line;

using the scan line to generate a local appearance manifold;

using the generated manifold to track camera movements; and

using the tracked camera movements to produce a pose

estimate.

16. The method of claim 15 wherein a plurality of scan lines are

generated by a plurality of rolling-shutter cameras and wherein the

plurality of scan lines are used to generate the local appearance

manifold.

17. The method of claim 16 wherein the plurality of cameras are mounted

in a known configuration of orientations and baseline distances

between each camera.



18 . The method of claim 15 wherein the rolling shutter camera stores

scan line data into a scan line memory as soon as the exposure for

that scan line is complete.

19. The method of claim 18 wherein using the scan line to generate a

local appearance manifold includes using the scan line data from the

scan line memory to generate the manifold.

20. The method of claim 15 wherein generating a local appearance

manifold includes at least one of:

linearizing the manifold;

low-pass filtering the manifold; and

Kalman filtering the manifold.

2 1 . The method of claim 15 wherein producing a pose estimate includes

at least one of:

iteratively improving the pose estimate; and

incorporating data provided from an onboard inertial

measurement unit in the pose estimation operation.

22. The method of claim 15 comprising:

using the produced pose estimates to predict a future pose at

the time a pixel of a display will be drawn, the pixel being a part of an

augmented reality image to be displayed on an optical see-through

head-worn display; and

rendering the pixel just before it is drawn.

23. The method of claim 22 wherein rendering the pixel just before it is

drawn comprises determining which row of the augmented reality

image will be displayed next and rendering the pixels of that row prior

to the time that row is displayed.

24. The method of claim 22 wherein rendering the pixel just before it is

drawn includes considering the predicted change of pose between the

first time T 1 that the row will be next displayed and the second time



T2 that the row will be next displayed after time T 1 and rendering the

pixel in one of:

the estimated location L 1 of the pixel at time T 1;

the estimated location L2 of the pixel at time T2; and

a location L3 between locations L 1 and L2.

The method of claim 22 comprising using a display to display to a

user an augmented reality image comprising a plurality of pixels

rendered.

The method of claim 25 wherein the augmented reality image is

displayed on an optical see-through display having a transparent

body through which the user can see a real seen and upon which the

augmented reality image is displayed so that the augmented reality

image overlays the real scene from the user's point of view.

The method of claim 26 wherein displaying the augmented reality

image on a transparent body comprises displaying the augmented

reality image on at least one of:

a liquid crystal display (LED);

an organic light emitting diode (OLED); and

a transparent surface upon which the augmented reality image

is projected.

The method of claim 22 wherein at least some of the steps of

generating a scan line, using the scan line to generate a local

appearance manifold, using the generated manifold to track camera

movements, using the tracked camera movements to produce a pose

estimate, using the produced pose estimate to predict a future pose at

the time a pixel of a display will be drawn, and rendering the pixel just

before it is drawn are performed by circuits on a semiconductor die.

A non-transitory computer readable medium having stored thereon

executable instructions that when executed by the processor of a

computer control the computer to perform steps comprising:



generating, by a plurality of rolling-shutter cameras that

capture a 2D image by exposing each scan line of a frame at a later

point in time than the previous scan line, wherein the each camera

outputs image data scan line by scan line, wherein the plurality of

cameras are mounted in a known configuration of orientations and

baseline distances between each camera, a plurality of scan lines;

using the plurality of scan lines to generate a local appearance

manifold;

using the generated manifold to track camera movements;

using the tracked camera movements to produce a pose

estimate;

using the pose estimates to predict a future pose at the time a

pixel of a display will be drawn, the pixel being a part of an

augmented reality image to be displayed on an optical see-through

head-worn display; and

rendering the pixel just before it is drawn.
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